
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of architect senior advisor. Thank you in advance for taking a look at
the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your
resume.

Responsibilities for architect senior advisor

You will work alongside the Project Management to ensure alignment of plans
with what is being delivered
You will utilize your configuration management and software release
experience
You will partner with senior leaders to understand and communicate the
business needs to translate them into IT requirements
You will assist the technical team in identification and resolution of Data
Quality issues
You will manage small to medium-sized projects relating to the delivery of
applications or application changes
You will use Managed Services or 3rd party resources to meet application
support requirements
You will interface daily with multi-functional team members within the EDW
team and across the enterprise to resolve issues
You will craft and generate summary, statistical, and presentation reports
Facilitating and participating in meetings and communications surrounding
solution design, estimating, development, gathering metrics, quality
assurance, troubleshooting, implementation, and outcome study activities
Work on Medium, Large and Portfolio Projects to ensure proper design and
architectural principles are being followed

Qualifications for architect senior advisor

Example of Architect Senior Advisor Job Description
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Sound knowledge of best practices in messaging, data management,
governance, system integration and networking
Knowledge of front office trading platforms such as Fidessa, TOMS, Murex,
eFx platforms or commercial lending systems, such as ACBS and Fiserv
Excellent understanding of the financial markets sector and front office to
back office processes, including trading, settlement, credit risks and markets,
finance and regulatory reports
Strong ability to produce operable architectures that address both the needs
of the reality of the line of business and company orientations
Excellent ability to work in complex environments and grasp complex
technological concepts


